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One of my first outings of 2017 was seeing Moana, the newest Disney movie. I could tell you I am not about to base 

a sermon on a Disney movie. But then I would be lying. As the lyrics of the title song illustrate, Moana is about “a 

girl who loves her island. A girl who loves the sea.” Moana feels the ocean calling out to her as long as she can 

remember. She desperately wants to go past the reef surrounding the island home, the only home she has ever 

known. She is told she cannot have the island and the sea. She cannot have cake and eat it too. 

 

Everyone seems to comfortable in their roles on the island, until it starts to literally decay from the inside out. Moana 

is the daughter of the village chief, but her grandmother reveals to her that they are descended from voyagers, and 

her call to the ocean is nothing to be belittled. Moana’s father is constantly keeping her away from the water and 

from going past the reef that surrounds her island. He does this because he’s been there, and he doesn’t want his 

daughter to make the same mistakes. How many times have we heard that one before?  

 

Maui is a “demi-god” who stole the a stone that is the mystical heart of the goddess Te Fiti, and planned to give it to 

humanity as a gift, thinking it could provide everything they would ever need. As Maui made his escape, he was 

attacked by the lava demon Te Kā, causing the heart to become lost in the ocean along with his magical fishhook that 

allows him to shape-shift. But the moral of the film is that the call to transform is inside us. Water is always 

transforming and flowing, but that goes against every way society tells us to live our lives. As Moana makes her 

journey across the ocean with the big-headed Maui, she repeats a mantra to herself: “I am Moana of Motunui, you 

will board my boat and sail across the sea to restore the heart of Te Fiti.”  

 

Being forced into one role by a society, but being beautifully and desperately passionate for another. Every 

individual, every self-identified group has a narrative, full of identity markers that act as flotation devices to help 

navigate a social world. Some markers are easier to find than others, and a few are only found after some time spent 

in the valley. For example, before coming out, I shouted in anger to God, “Who do you think you are?! This will 

explode my family and loved ones. It will destroy their narrative.” But then I realized to be on the mountaintop, it 

takes all of me, not just what others deem acceptable. The oppressed don’t want our comfortable, cutesy, church 

narrative, sometimes it’s hard for us to remember that. We are born from generations of storytellers. But they want 

our action, our willingness to learn and step down from our privilege and passivity and the conditions we put on 

love. 

 

Society perpetuates this narrative that through my very personhood, I am not granted the same agency others are. 

That I should be quiet and take up as little space as possible, physically and emotionally. This narrative sometimes 

makes me doubt every word I say, second guess every word I type. I believe my worst critics, but not my friends. 

And the irony is, I am still pretty high on the totem pole. There are people who struggle even more to hear that still 

small voice. There are are no voiceless people; only people who are ignored. If I'm a "voice for the voiceless", I'm 

preventing someone from speaking. I’m squashing the call inside their hearts. We set identity markers impossible for 

those around us to reach, and deny the reality of their personhood in the process.  

 

We see reality as presented in front of us but a feeling deep in our bones rejects this order of things, we know that 

something just isn’t right, and there’s a better way. But we cannot keep demanding our way is the only way. 

Why do we come to church? We might be upholding family tradition, spiritual or theological role models, or maybe 

a past congregation that nurtured us. In our times, it is downright counter cultural to attend worship. Gone are the 

days when people use church as a tool of social, political, and economic mobility. You could be home making 

pancakes for your kids, on your third cup of coffee, binge-watching House Hunters. We come to church because our 

wells run dry, and we are parched for the peaceful, healing waters of baptism. It is the community of the baptized 

that admits that life is messy, that sings hymns we can’t always sing, that prays the prayers we must muster up the 

courage to pray, or speak the words of faith most sane people will question almost every day.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goddess


 

For a long time, I wanted so desperately to be loved, or my idea of what it meant to be loved, anyway. I thought only 

the normal parts of me were worthy of being loved. It makes me think of the tattoo on my right shoulder blade of 

Micah 6:8 “Do Justly, Love Mercy, Walk Humbly.” Those three pillars on which I base my life are so counter-

cultural, but as Debbie Reynolds, who spoke the line of my next tattoo said, “being normal is vastly overrated.” It 

was painfully difficult to accept the idea of being loved completely apart from when I did or what I failed to do. I 

tried so hard to talk God out of loving me and showing glory, to no avail.  

 

God teaches me that I get to take care of myself and love myself, even if it goes outside the narrative, and that love 

will radiate to others. When John baptized Jesus, God didn’t descend to say “This is my son in whom I am well 

pleased, because he has proven his worth, because he spends each morning prayerfully reading his Torah, or because 

he healed that leper back there.” As far as we know, Jesus did nothing to earn the title of beloved, and the same goes 

for you. Whether your baptism happened here at Salem, or in a church that has since closed or is a distant memory 

for you, or a church that no longer permits you to commune, or in a river at a summer camp.  

 

We equate baptism with cleanliness, to publicly erase our future sins in all forms. But baptism was stigmatized in 

John’s time. It was a dirty deed. In the beginning of Jesus’ public ministry, people were threatened by a man-

centered theology. What would become Christianity was considered a radical sub-group at best, a dangerous cult to 

most. The scars and bruises of those who sought baptism as a healing balm have become the proverbs of the people. 

Trauma and circumstances have been heard by our Creator, and we are waving a light and singing back to you in 

waves of Hosanna. The use of plural pronouns in the New Testament reading is not a mistake. It proclaims no one is 

alone. Paul did not say “Do you not know that when you were baptized, you (singular), were baptized into Christ’s 

death?” We were baptized with and into one another. We should afford the same benefits to the un-baptized and the 

un-churched. Show them that they are worthy of putting every circumstance in greater hands.  

 

Beloved. Be loved. Just sit and be loved. Even if it hurts.  Even when you feel you are not the right person to do 

something, because that’s what God values the most. Take it from Emmy, one of the super independent kids I 

babysit. Whenever she wants to do something, she exclaims “Emmy do!!!”, whether she knows if she can do it or 

not. Because hell hath no fury like a two-year-old who’s older sister mistakenly opens HER applesauce pouch.  Take 

it from Anna, my beautiful and amazing choir director at Sacred Heart who maybe puts a little too much trust in me, 

mostly because I can’t read music, and lets me be THAT Soprano 1. Take it from the Carrie Fisher and her mother, 

Debbie Reynolds, who provided me with two of my first feminist and mental health advocates. Take it from anyone 

who tells us that being kind, strong, and compassionate is far more important than subjective theology or tithing or 

self-righteousness. 

 

Poet Della Hicks Wilson said: “Darling, you feel heavy because you are too full of truth. Open your mouth more. let 

the truth exist somewhere other than inside your body.” Let the light of the world that is Jesus exist outside of these 

walls. Let Jesus be revealed by and to some surprising characters.  

 

In 2017, I have resolved to live a both/and life, as opposed to a life of either/or. My existence will no longer be 

radical. Both saint and sinner. Both deeply flawed and called. Both queer and a Christian. To have mental illness and 

be an activist. To be working for the heavenly and earthly kingdom. To be here as Katie Adams for both the middle-

aged Midwestern white, ethnically Jewish man and the genderqueer college student and the black trans woman and 

mother on suicide watch. I will be present to every, and I mean every member of my community. I’m here for the 

sermons written on a Dunkin Donuts napkin after a 6 a.m. babysitting shift. I’m here for the beautiful babies and 

puppies who see only joy; not comparison or hate. I’m here for the political correctness of a Disney movie. I’m here 

for the acts of kindness no one notices and organ preludes that are always drowned out by small talk.  I will learn, 

listen, hold up in prayer, build tables, break down walls, try my best not to swear. Most importantly I will preach the 

Gospel of grace and the unfailing, unrelenting, unstoppable love of God through Jesus Christ.  

 

 

When God calls us beloved, no one else gets a vote.   Amen. 

 


